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We define a skew edge coloring of a graph to be a set of two edge colorings uch that no two 
edges are assigned the same unordered pair of colors. The skew chromatic index s(G) is the 
minimum number of colors required for a skew edge coloring of G. We show that this concept is 
closely related to that of skew Room squares and use this relation to prove that s(G) is at most 
o(G)+4. We also find better upper bounds for s(G) when G is cyclic, cubic, or bipartite. In 
particular we use a construction i volving Latin squares to show that if G is complete bipartite 
of order 2n, s(G) is hounded above by roughly 3n/2. 
1. Introduction 
An edge coloring of a graph G is an assignment of colors to the edges of G so 
that no two adjacent edges are assigned the same color. The minimum number of 
colors required for an edge coloring of G is the edge chromatic number. 
We define a skew edge coloring of G to be a set of two edge colorings of G such 
that no two edges are assigned the same unordered pair of colors. Equivalently, a 
skew edge coloring of G is an assignment of an ordered pair of colors (a~, bi) to 
each edge el of G such that 
(i) the a~'s form an edge coloring of G, 
(ii) the bi's form an edge coloring of G, and 
(iii) the sets {a~, hi} are all distinct. 
The two edge colorings are referred to as component colorings of the skew edge 
coloring. The skew chromatic index s(G) is defined to be the minimum number of 
colors required for a skew edge coloring of G. For example, the two colorings 1, 
2, 3 and 2, 3, 1 of the edges el, e2, and e3 o f / (3  are component colorings of a 
skew edge coloring using three colors. It is easy to check that /(3 has no skew 
edge coloring using two colors, so that s(K3)= 3. 
The motivation for considering skew edge colorings comes from skew Room 
squares. As we show in the next section, the existence of a skew edge coloring for 
K,+I with n colors, where n is odd, is equivalent to the existence of a skew Room 
square of side n. In that section we also derive upper and lower bounds for the 
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skew chromatic index of any graph in terms of its order, and determine the skew 
chromatic index of certain families of graphs. In Section 3, we use a construction 
involving Latin squares to provide an improved upper bound of ½(3n +8) for 
s(K,.,). The final section considers an upper bound for the skew chromatic index 
of cubic graphs. All definitions and notations not described here are as in [2]. 
2. Bounds on s(13) 
This section develops upper and lower bounds for the skew chromatic index 
that apply to all graphs. It will later be shown that some of these bounds can be 
improved for specific classes of graphs. 
Since each component coloring of a skew edge coloring is itself an edge 
coloring, s(G)>I x'(G), where x'(G) denotes the edge-chromatic number of G. By 
Vizing's theorem, A (G) ~< X'(G) ~< A (G) + 1 where A (G) is the maximum degree 
of vertices in G. Thus s(G)>~A(G) for all graphs G. 
In a skew edge coloring of G with k colors, each edge of G is assigned an 
unordered pair of colors chosen from {1 . . . . .  k}. There are (~)+ k = (k~l) such 
unordered pairs, so this number must be at least as large as the number of'edges 
in G. Let k(n) denote the smallest integer k satisfying 
It follows that s(G)~ k(IE(G)I). Thus 
s(G) ~ max{z~ (G), k(IE(O)0}. 
This is the best lower bound, in general, since there are graphs for which s(G) 
takes on this value. For example, it is easy to check that s(C4)= k(4)= 3 and 
s (K1.3) = A (K1,3) = 3. 
A trivial upper bound for s(G) is the number of edges of G. To see this, let 
el . . . . .  e,, denote the edges of 13, and assign the pair of colors (i, i) to edge el, 
i=  1 . . . . .  m. This gives skew edge coloring of G with m = [E(13)I colors. In 
particular, if 13 has order n then IE(13)I~<~) so s(13)<-(~). This upper bound can 
be improved for G = Kn, and hence for all graphs of order n, by using results on 
the existence of skew Room squares. 
For n an odd integer, a Room square R of side n based on S = {1 . . . . .  n + 1} is 
an n x n array satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Each cell of R is either empty or contains an unordered pair of distinct 
elements from S. 
(ii) Each element of S occurs precisely once in each row and each column of S. 
(iii) Each unordered pair of distinct elements from S occurs precisely once in 
R. 
A Room square R is skew if the (i, i) entry of R is {n + 1, i} for i = 1 . . . . .  n and 
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if, whenever i ~ j, exactly one of the (i, j) and (j, i) cells of R is empty. The next 
theorem, due to R.A. Brualdi, provided the original motivation for considering 
skew edge colorings. 
Theorem 1 (Brualdi). Let n be an odd integer. Then K,+~ has a skew edge coloring 
with n colors if and only if there exists a skew Room square of side n. 
1%oot. Let R be a skew Room square of side n based on {1 . . . . .  n + 1} and let 
v~ . . . . .  v,+l be the vertices of K,+I. The rows and columns of R induce two edge 
colorings of K,+I, each using colors 1 . . . . .  n; namely, if {i,j} appears in row a 
and column b of R (i ~ j), edge vlv i is assigned the (ordered) pair of colors (a, b). 
Clearly, each ordered pair of colors is used at most once in this assignment. 
Suppose an unordered pair {a, b} appears twice. Then there exist distinct edges 
131vj and v,vs which are assigned the pairs (a, b) and (b, a), respectively. Then cell 
(a, b) of R has entry {i, j} and cell (b, a) has entry {r, s}; this is impossible since R 
is skew. It follows that each unordered pair of colors appears at most once in this 
coloring of K,+~, so K,+x has a skew edge coloring with n colors. 
Conversely, suppose K,+I has a skew edge coloring with n colors. Form an 
n × n array R as follows. If vlv/ has colors (a, b), R has {i, j} as the entry in the 
(a, b) cell; the (i, i) cell of R has entry {n+l ,  i}, i = 1 . . . . . .  n; and all other cells 
are empty. It is clear that each unordered pair {i,j}, l<- i< j<~n+l ,  appears 
exactly once in R and that R is skew. Since each vertex vl in K,+I has degree n, 
every color must appear exactly once at v~ in each of the two colorings. It follows 
that i appears exactly once in each row and each column of R, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Since 
n + 1 occurs in each cell of the main diagonal, it follows that R is a skew Room 
square. 
Since A(K ,+I )= n, it follows from Theorem 1 that s(K,+O = n if and only if 
there is a skew Room square of side n. Room squares exist for all odd n ~>7, but it 
is not known if skew Room squares exist for all such n. In [1] it is shown that any 
odd integer n for which a skew Room square of side n does not exist must lie in 
the set {3m, 5m, 45m, 75m [ (m, 105) = 1}. 
Corollnry 2. s(K,)<~n+4. 
ll~mot. The result is true for n ~<6. Suppose n is even, n I>8. If there exists a skew 
Room square of side n -  1, s(K , )= n-  1. If no such skew Room square exists, 
then either 3 or 5 divides n -  1, and at least one of n + 1 and n + 3 is relatively 
prime to both 3 and 5. Thus either s(K,+2)= n+l  or s(K,+4) = n+3.  It follows 
that s(K,)<~n+3. If n is odd, this reasoning shows that s(K,+l)<~n+4 so 
s(K,)<~n+4 and the result follows for all n. 
Corollary 3. I f  (3 is a graph of order n, s(O)<~n+4. 
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The question of whether this upper bound can be improved is still open. The 
best upper bound one could hope to prove in general is n + 1, since it can be 
shown that s(K4)=5. In the remainder of this paper, we improve upon this 
general upper bound for certain families of graphs. 
The cycle C4 and the star graph KL3 were cited earlier as examples of graphs 
for which the skew chromatic index takes on its lower bound of 
max{A(G), k(IE(G)I}. In fact, this lower bound is attained for all graphs of these 
types as the next three results indicate. (For proofs of these results see [4]). 
Theorem 4. For n/>4, s(C,,) = k(IE(C~)[)= k(n). 
Since s(C3) = 3 even though A(Ca) = k(3) = 2, the result fails for n = 3. Let [x] 
denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. 
Theorem 5. For m <~ [½n], s(Km.~) = A(Km,~) = n. 
Corollary 6. s (Kl.n) = n. 
Since K~., ~- K~,2n-~, it follows from Theorem 5 that s(K~, , , )~2n-1 .  Th~ next 
section shows that this bound can be improved to approximately an. 
3. Complete bipartite graphs 
A Latin square of order n is an n × n array A with entries from S = {1 . . . . .  n} 
such that each integer in S appears exactly once in each row of the array and 
exactly once in each column of the array. Aii denotes the entry in the (i, j) cell of 
A. Throughout this section rows of the array will be counted from the bottom up 
and columns will be counted from left to right, so A1.1 refers to the entry in the 
lower left-hand corner of A. We call a set of n cells of A, one in each row and 
each column, a transversal in A if the corresponding entries of A are all distinct. 
Let A be an n x n Latin square, and let K~.n have vertices ul . . . . . .  u,,, 
v~ . . . . .  vn where all edges have the form u~v i. If the entry Ai~ is assigned to edge 
u~v i, i = 1 . . . .  n, j = 1 . . . . .  n, it is easy to see that the result is an edge coloring of 
Knjt- 
The juxtaposition or join of two n x n Latin squares A and B is an n × n array, 
denoted A ^ B, whose (i, j) entry is the ordered pair (A~i, B~i). If no ordered pair 
of integers appears more than once in A ^ B, the squares A and B are said to be 
orthogonal. Note that if A and B are orthogonal of order n, every possible 
ordered pair of integers from {1 . . . . .  n} appears exactly once in A A B. In 
particular, whenever x~ y, x, y ~{1 . . . . .  n}, both (x, y) and (y, x) appear in A ^B, 
so the pair of edge colorings of K,.~ induced by A and B do not constitute a skew 
edge coloring. Nonetheless, a certain class of orthogonal Latin squares can be 
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used to construct a skew edge coloring of K,., using ½(3n-1) colors whenever 
n I> 5 is odd and is either relatively prime to 3 or divisible by 9. 
Let F be a finite field with n/>3 elements, denoted x0, xl . . . . .  x~_l where 
x0 = 0, and let a ~ F-{x0}. Construct an n × n array A by setting A~j equal to the 
element a of F satisfying the equation 
x~ = axj  + a. 
It is easy to see that A is a Latin square; it will be referred to as the n x n Latin 
square based on lines o f  slope a. 
I..~llnHl~ 7° Let F : {0 ,  •1,." • " ,  Xn-1}  be a finite f ield o f  order n >i 3 and let A i  be the 
n x n Lat in  square based on lines o f  slope i, i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Then  for  i ¢= j, A i  and 
A i are orthogonal. 
For a proof of this result see [3, pp. 207-208]. 
If F={1,  2, 3, 4, 5} is the field with n = 5 elements, where 5 denotes zero, the 
Latin squares based on lines of slopes 1, 2, and 3 are 
A =AI= 
B =m2 ~ 
C=A3 = 
By Lemma 7 these 
"4 3 2 1 
3 2 1 5 
2 1 5 4 
1 5 4 3 
5 4 3 2 
-3 1 4 2 
2 5 3 1 
1 4 2 5 
5 3 1 4 
4 2 5 3 
-2  4 1 3 
1 3 5 2 
5 2 4 1 
4 1 3 5 
3 5 2 4 
three Latin 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
5 -  
4 
3 and 
2 
1_ 
5 -  
4 
3 
2 
1_ 
squares are mutually orthogonal. We now show 
how A, B, and C can be used to construct a skew edge coloring of K5.5 with 
k = (3 • 5 - 1)/2 = 7 colors. The same method of construction will then be used to 
prove a more general result. 
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Consider the cells (i, j) for which B~i = 5. Note that the entries in the corres- 
ponding cells of A are all distinct; that is, these cells constitute a transversal of A. 
Similarly these cells form a transversal in C. Thus we can define a permutation tr, 
which maps the elements of this transversal in C into the corresponding entries of 
the transversal in A,  namely, tr = (14)(23)(5). Generate another Latin square o~ 
each entry of C. Then by applying tr to 
-3 
4 
o-C= 5 
1 4 
2 5 
Construct another 
B~ i = 5, let D~i = Air. 
-3  6 
7 2 
D= 6 3 
1 4 
2 7 
m 
1 4 2 5" 
2 5 3 1 
3 1 4 2 
2 5 3 
3 1 4 
5x5  array D as follows: If B~ i is 1 or 2, let D~j =B i j+5.  If 
If B~j is 3 or 4, let Dij = (o<7)i~. Then 
4 7 5-  
5 6 1 
7 4 2 
6 5 7 
3 1 6 
Note D uses the colors 1 . . . .  ,7, and no color appears more than once in each 
row or column of D. It follows that D induces an edge coloring of K5.5. Finally, it 
is easy to check that the unordered pairs corresponding to the ordered pairs that 
appear in the join of A and D are all distinct, so the pair of edge-colorings 
induced by A and D constitute a skew edge coloring with 7 colors. 
Before we present he proof that a bound of ½(3n - 1) holds more generally, we 
need some results on Kronecker products of Latin squares. If X=(x~i) and 
Y = (Ylj) are m x m and n x n arrays, respectively, the Kronecker product of X and 
Y, denoted Xt~ Y, is the mn x mn array 
(x11, v3 (xl~, Y) d 
where (x~i, Y) denotes the n x n array of ordered pairs having (r, s) entry equal to 
(x~ i, y,~). For 1 <~ k ~ mn let kl  = [k /n l  and k2 = k (mod n) where n represents 0. 
Then there is a unique correspondence between each k~{1 . . . . .  ran} and an 
ordered pair (kl, k2) with k~{1 . . . . .  m} and k2~{1 . . . . .  n}. In particular, the 
(i, j) entry of X(~ Y is the pair (xi~i,, Yl,j). 
l .~mm~ 8. Let  A u) and B m be orthogonal m × m Latin squares using m colors and 
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let A (2) and B (2) be orthogonal n x n Lat in  squares using n colors. Then the 
Kronecker products A = A(1)~A (2) and B = B(t)~}B (2) are orthogonal mn x mn 
Lat in  squares using mn distinct 'colors', where each "color' is an ordered pair. 
Proof.  Suppose A has the same entry in cells (i, ]) and (i, k). Then 
X(1)  ~(2)  \ _ [X (1)  ~(2)  
i t l t '  J~'i:zJ2} - -  k i r k  1, ~' i2k2 I ,  
so 
X ¢1)  - -  X ( I )  and ~(2)  _ ~(2)  
i t l t  - -  i l k l  A ' I~j2 - -  "~ i2k2"  
Since A~ and A2 and Latin squares, ]1 = k~ and 12 = k2. Thus ] = k, and A has no 
entry appearing more than once in any row. A similar argument shows no entry 
appears more than once in any column of A. It follows that A, and similarly B, is 
a Latin square. 
• The 'colors'  used in A and in B are ordered pairs (x (x), x (2)) where X (1) comes  
f rom the set of m colors used in A (1~ and B (1), and x (2) comes from the set of n 
colors used in A tE) and B (2). ThUS the 'colors'  used in A and B come from the 
same set of mn distinct ordered pairs. It remains to show that A and B are 
orthogonal  Latin squares. 
Suppose there exist (i, j) and (r, s) distinct such that (A,j, Bij) = (A,~, B,~). Then 
A!I) -- A(1) B(.I? = B(1) 
t t l l  - - .  _ r l s l  t i l  1 r l s i  
Ag? = At  2) B !2) = B (2) 
12-12 " "  r2s2 1~2 r2s2 
Since 
(A t l )ABt l ) )h  h = ,tAg),,~,, B!l)'~tth, 
= ,(A(1)rls|, BO}r,s,,'l = (A(1) A B (1)) ..... 
and since A (1) and B ~1) are orthogonal,  it follows that il = rl and ]1 = sx. Similarly 
A (2) and B (2) orthogonal  forces i2 = r2, ]2 = s2. Thus (i, j) = (r, s) contradicting their 
choice. This completes the proof. 
The Kronecker  product of a set of Latin squares A1, A 2 . . . . .  A,~ is defined 
inductively by Al t~A2(~"  • " (~A, ,  = A I (~(A2@" • "(~Am).  
Corol lary 9. Let  A (k~ and B tk~ be orthogonal Lat in  squares using nk colors, 
k = 1 . . . . .  m, and let n = nln2 • • • n~. Then A =A(1)~ • • . (~A c'O and B = 
B(1)@ • • .@B (m~ are orthogonal n × n Lat in  squares using n distinct 'colors', where 
each 'color' is an ordered m-tuple.  We now prove the main  result o f  the paper• 
Theorem 10. Let  n = n ln2- -  •nm where each nk =p~?~>5 and each Pk is an odd 
prime. Then s(Kn.n)<~½(3n- 1). 
Proof .  Let Fk be a field with nk elements (k = 1 . . . . .  m) denoted 
{X(ok), X~k), vtk) 1 where x(0 k~ = 0. Partition F k --{0} into disjoint sets ~ and F~k, • . . , A 'nk - - l J  
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each with ½(nk - 1) elements, such that z • ~ if and only if - z  • b-~k; without loss, 
assume F~k = {x~ k), _ck)/ = ½(nk -- 1). • • • ,  xmJ where rn k 
For each k, choose ak • Fk, ak ~ O. Since nk I> 5 and the characteristic of Fk is 
not 2, there exist distinct nonzero elements/3k and ~/k in Fk, /3k ~ ak, ~k ~ {ak, --ak} 
satisfying 2/3k = ak X "Yk. 
Let  A (k), B Ck), and C ¢k) be nk x nk Latin squares with elements from Fk based 
on lines of slope ak, /3k, and 3~k respectively. Then the (i, ]) entries a, b, and c of 
A ck~, B ¢k~, and C ck~ satisfy 
x~ k~ = ~kX) k) + a; 
x~ ~ = ~x~ ~ + b, 
x~ k~ = VkX~ k~ + C, 
respectively. Then A ¢k), B Ck~, and C ~k) are mutually orthogonal Latin squares for 
each k, by Lemma 7. 
Let  A = A(I~® .- -®A t"°, and define B and C similarly. Then by Corol lary 9, 
A, B, and C are mutually orthogonal n × n Latin squares each using n 'colors'. 
The  'colors' are ordered m-tuples t~o) ~(2) x~)  v k~, k~ . . . . .  f rom the Cartesian product 
Fxx - . -  x F,,. 
Identification of a cell (i,]) of A uniquely identifies cells in each of 
A c~) . . . . .  A (m), namely those cells whose entries were used in generating the 
m-tuple A~j. We denote these ceils by (ik,]k), k = 1 . . . . .  m. That is, Aii = 
(A °~ A ~z) A("~ and similarly for Bij, C~. (Note that {(/, ]~) [ r = 1, m} is i r i s ,  i~ ,  • • • , " ~i,,d~,' • • • , 
determined by (i, ]) and not by the specific Kronecker  product A, B, or C.) 
Let G~=F~xF2×. . .×Fm,  and let Gk={O}×. . .×{O}×F~XFk+xX . . .xFm 
for k = 2 . . . . .  m. Let  G = Gz U. • • t_l G=. (Note that Gk's are disjoint.) Define the 
following subsets of S = {(i, ]) I 1 ~< i, ] ~< n}: 
S1 = {(i, ]) I B,i • G} 
s~ = {(i, ]) I ~ .  = (o . . . .  , o)} 
S 3 = S -  (S  1 ~.J 52)  
Let y]k~, y¢2 k), " tk) (k = 1,. m) and y~0 k) (k = 1, m- l )  be arbitrary 
" ' ' , Y m k  " ' ,  " ' ' '  
symbols distinct from the elements of F~ tA. - .  U Fro. 
We now define an n x n array D of ordered m-tuples ('colors') as follows. If 
(i, ]) • S~, Bii • G implies B~ • Gk for some k. Then Bii = 
(~ ' ,  . ,  x~o ~- ' ,  - (~ _~,  • . ~ . . . . . . .  ~ .  s where x~ ) • F~ and r~ <~ (n~ - 1)/2. 
For (i, 1) • Sx, let D~i = (y(o z), , y(ok-1), . (k) X(k+l) X~m)). 
• • • Yrk ' rk+|  ' " " " ' m 
For (i, ]) • S2, let D~/= A~/. 
Since A and B are orthogonal and B~/= (0 . . . . .  0) for (i, ] )•  $2, the cells A~i, 
(i, ] )•  $2, form a transversal in A. Similarly the corresponding cells C~i form a 
transversal in C since B and C are orthogonal. Let  tr be the permutat ion of the n 
'colors' used in A and C given by tr(Cii) = A~i, (i, ] )•  $2. Since all n 'colors' 
appear on these transversals, cr can be extended to a mapping of all of C, namely 
(aC),i = tr(C,i) for all (i, ]). 
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For  (i, ]) ~ S3, let Dii = (crC)~. 
We claim that D provides an edge coloring for K~., using ½(3n - 1) colors, and 
that the join A^D provides an orthogonal  coloring for K~.,, using ½(3n- l )  
'colors'  (where edge u~v~ in K,~, is assigned the 'colors'  A~ and Dii). This claim 
will be proved in eight steps. (Some details have been omitted here but are 
provided in [4].) 
Step 1. D and A ^D use ½(3n-1)  'colors. '  
The  'colors'  used in D for cells of $2 kA S3 are the n m-tuples of Fz x . . .  x F,,. 
These are also the only 'colors'  used in A. For  cells of Sx the 'colors'  used in D 
are in one- to -one correspondence with the e lements of G. Since the Gk's  are 
disjoint and G~ has ½(nk--1)nk+x'" • n,, elements,  [G l=½(n-1) .  Each of these 
½(n - 1) 'colors'  used in D for cells of S~ involves at least one y~) so these 'colors'  
are all distinct f rom the n 'colors'  used in A and in cells of $2 t.J S3 in D. Thus D 
and A ^D use ½(3n-  1) 'colors'.  
Step 2. We next give an alternative characterization of tr. 
_ ~(k) _ a ~(k) Then For  (i, ]) ~ $2, k = 1 . . . . .  m, Bid. - 0 so i~ - ~k i~.
SO 
i k - -  t tkA~k [["~k t ' ck )h ik  
k = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
ACk)_ _~ ~vtk} and c ~(k} 
Thus for (i, ]) e S2, --i~Aek) ---- --C~¢k)v,~, k = 1, . . . ,  m, and Ai~ = -Q i .  For  (i, ]) e S2, 
o'(Ci~) =Air; thus tr is given by tr(Cl.i)=-Cij on cells of $2 and hence on all of C. 
~(k)  _ _ (k )  Note that if o-(Gi) = (cz . . . . .  cm) then Ci~ = ( -c l  . . . . .  - c~)  so -~i~ - 3'k-~j~ - ,-k for 
k=l , . . . ,m.  
Step 3. D provides an edge coloring for K~.,. 
Suppose Dii = D~ where either i=  r or j = s but not both. If  (i, j )e  $1 then 
Bii ~ Gk for some k. It follows that (r, s) e 81 and B,~ = B~j. Then B has the same 
'color '  appear ing twice in some row or column, contradicting B a Latin square. 
Thus (i, ]) and (r, s) are in S2 U S3. 
If both are in $2, then Bij = B,~ = (0 . . . . .  0), again contradicting B a Latin 
square. If both are in S3 then Dii = (oC)ii = (trC),~ = D,~ so ~ i  = C~, contradicting 
C a Latin square. Finally suppose (i, ]) ~ S2 and (r, s) ~ S3. Then A (k~ = ,~(k~ = Uk, i~j~ ~rksk  
k = 1 . . . . .  m, and 
x~-  ~x~+ u~, -~k) -  - ~ i k  - -  A ' r  k - -  ~ /k~s lc  - -  ~ lc"  
S ince  (i ,  ] )  ~ $2, _~k~ _ a ~(k~ " 'ik --  bak.A, jk , and 
uk = (~ - .~)x~ ~ = (v~ - t3~)~.  
If i = r it follows that ~k~ _ ~Ck) for all k and s = j, contradicting the choice of A'Sk  - -  "¢ Jk  
(i , j) and (r,s) distinct, If ]=s  it follows that R (~)=0 for k=l ,  ,m and 
rksk  v , . . 
(r, s) ~ $2, contradicting its choice in S3. It follows that D defines an edge-color ing 
of K,., .  
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Step 4. The unordered pairs of A ^D corresponding to cells in $1 are all 
distinct. 
For cells in S~ the entries in D each use at least one e~ whereas the entries in 
A do not; thus it is enough to show that the ordered pairs are all distinct. Suppose 
there exist distinct pairs (i, j) and (r, s) in Sz such that A~ = A= and Dii = D=. Then 
it follows from the way D is defined in cells of S~ that B~ i=B=.  But this 
contradicts A and B orthogonal. 
Step 5. If (i, ] )•  $1 and (r, s )•  $1 the corresponding unordered pairs in A A D 
are distinct. 
This follows since Dij involves at least one y~ whereas Aii, A=, and D= do not. 
Thus any repeated unordered pairs must occur in cells of $2 U $3. 
Step 6. The unordered pairs of A ^D corresponding to ceils of $2 are all 
distinct. 
Suppose there exist distinct pairs (i, ]) and (r, s) in $2 such that {A~ i, Dii} = 
{A=, D=}. By definition of D on $2, Dii =Aii and D= =A=. It follows that 
A~i = A=, contradicting the fact that cells of $2 form a transversal in A. 
Step 7. If (i, ] )•  $2 and (r, s )•  $3 then the corresponding unordered pairs of 
A ^D are distinct. 
Suppose {Ai~, Dii} = {A=, D=}. Since (i, j) • S2, Dij =Aii, so A= = D= =Aii = 
(al . . . . .  a~). Since (r, s )•  $3, /9= = o'C=. Thus 
x(k )  _ (k)  _ (k )  _ , ~(k )_  ~ k : 1 ,  m.  rk - -  O lkXst  " "1- ak, ~rk  - -  yk . ,~sk  t , l , k ,  . . • 
It follows that 2x~ ~- 2 ° ~tk~ R (k~ -0  - ~,k~ , so _,t`~- ~ for k = 1, . . . ,  m. But then (r, s )•  $2, 
contradicting its choice in $3. Thus any repeated unordered pairs must occur in 
cells of $3. 
Step 8. The unordered pairs of A A D corresponding to cells in $3 are all 
distinct. 
Suppose there exist distinct pairs (i, j) and (r, s) in $3 such that {Aii, Dii} = 
{A=,/9=}. Since both pairs are in $3 it follows that {A~ i, o'C~ i} = {A=, trC=}. If the 
ordered pairs coincide, Cii = C=, contradicting A and C orthogonal. Thus it must 
be that Ai~ = oC~ = (u~ . . . . .  u~) and A= = o'Cii = (Vl . . . . .  vm). Then 
and 
X(IC) _ (k ) .  it` = O~kXj t  ' 3 -  ~1¢ 
X(k )_  , ~(k )_ .  
it` - -  } 'k 'C jk  ok  
x k, = + it, 
for k = 1 . . . . .  m where wk 
gt`  - -  
x(k )_  , v (k )  
rt` - -  I ' k 'a ' sk  - -  Uk  
X(k)_  Q v ( tc )  
rk - -  ~k'~st` Wk 
= uk  - Vk.  I f  Wk = 0 fo r  each k = 1 . . . . .  m then  A i i=  
A= and Cii = C= contradicting A and C orthogonal. 
Thus there exists a smallest k <~m for which wk # 0. Then B C° B c'~ ia, = r, , = 0 for 
t < k. Since wk # 0, without loss wk e ~ and --,zt` rt~k) = Wk. It follows that B~ i • Gk c G 
so that (i, ]) • $1, contradicting the choice of (i, j) in $3. 
It follows that A ^D has no repeated unordered pairs, so it provides an 
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orthogonal coloring of K,~, using ½(3n- 1) 'colors.' This completes the proof of 
Theorem 10. 
Corollary 11. Let h = n (mod 18) with n ~ 5. Then 
½13n- 1] if h ~{1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17}, 
/½13(n + 1) -  1] if ~i ~ {0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16}, 
S(K,.,) <~ 
[½13(n+2)-  1 if f ie{3, 15}, 
/ 
|½13(n+3) -1]  if ge{2,14}. 
Proof. Let n = n~ • • • n~ where n~ = p~, and the p~'s are distinct primes. If ~ is odd 
and t i¢3,  9, 15, then each p~ is odd and each p~,~>5 so Theorem 10 applies. If 
~i =9,  then p~, say, is 3 but nl =9>15 so the theorem still applies. If fi =3  or 15, 
then nx, say, equals 3, (nk, 3)= 1 for k = 2 . . . . .  m, and the theorem does not 
apply to n; however it does apply to t i+2. Finally, if ~i is even, s(Kn.n)<~ 
s(Kn+I.,+O where n + 1 = h + 1 is odd. 
Corollary 12. s(K~.,) <~½(3n + 8) for n >~ 5. 
4. Cubic graphs 
Theorem 13. Let G be a connected graph with order n and maximum degree 3. 
Then s(G)<~n+ l. I[ G has minimum degree 8(G)<3,  then s(G)<~n. 
Proof. If n=2,  G=K2 and s (G)=l .  If n=3,  G~_K3 so s(G)<-s(K3)=3. If 
n = 4 and 8(G) = 3, G =/(4  and s(G) = 5. (See Fig. 1 for a skew edge coloring of 
K4 with 5 colors; it can be shown that no skew edge coloring for K4 with fewer 
than 5 colors exists.) If ~(G)<3,  then Gc_K4-e  where e is the edge of K4 
colored (5,3) in Fig. 1, and s(G)~<4. If n=5,  G~Ks-e '  is the edge of Ks 
colored (5, 6) in Fig. 1, so s(G)~<5 even if ~(G)=3.  
1,1 
3,4 
X 
4,4 
1,2 
Fig. 1. 
3,5 ~ /~ 
w 
~ 2 , 5  ,\ -> 
2,3 
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Assume the result holds for all connected graphs of order less than n, and let G 
be connected with order n. By the above, we may assume n I> 6. 
Case 1. G has a cut-vertex u. Since there are at most three edges on u and at 
least two blocks, one block on u must contain only one edge e = uv incident with 
u. Then e is a bridge of G. Let G1 and Gz be the components of G-e  where 
U • G1, 1~ • G2,  and o(Gi) = hi, i = 1, 2 with nl + n2 = n. Since dego~(u) and 
dego2(v) are at most 2, by the induction hypothesis there exist skew edge 
colorings of G1 and G2 using colors from {1 . . . . .  nl} and {nl + 1 . . . .  , n 1 + n 2 = n} 
respectively. 
If n~>~3, then n l>dego, (u)  so there exists a color a •{1 . . . . .  nl} which is not 
used in the first coordinate coloring of any edge of G1 on u. If nl = 2, G = K~ and 
such an a still exists. Similarly, let /3 • {nl + 1 , . . . ,  n} be a color not used in the 
second coordinate coloring of any edge of G2 on  1). Then the colorings of G~ and 
G2, together with the coloring (a,/3) for e, form a skew edge coloring of G using 
at most n colors. 
Case 2. G has no cut-vertices. Let u be a vertex with minimum degree 8(G); 
then deg u is 2 or 3. Let x and y be two vertices adjacent o u; let z be a third 
such vertex if deg u = 3. The graph G - u is connected with minimum degree at 
most 2, so by induction there exists a skew edge coloring of G-u  using colors 
from {1 . . . . .  n - 1}. Let A~ be the set of colors from {1 , . . . ,  n - 1} not used in the 
first coordinate coloring of edges on x in G - u, and let A 2 be the set of colors not 
used in the second coordinate coloring of edges on y in G - u. If deg u = 3, let A3 
be the set of colors not used in the first coordinate coloring of edges on z in 
G-u .  Since x, y (and z if degu=3)  have degree at most 2 in G-u  and 
n -  1 ~ 5, each of A~, A2 (and A3) has at least three elements. Thus there exist 
distinct colors 0tx, or2 (and a3) with ai •Ai ,  i = 1, 2 (and 3). Assign coloring (al, n) 
to u.x, (n, az) to uy, and, if deg u = 3, (a3, n + 1) to uz. This, together with the 
coloring on G-u ,  gives a skew edge coloring for G. If deg u =2 so 8 (G)<3 this 
coloring uses at most n colors; otherwise 8(G) - -3  and at most n + 1 colors are 
used. 
2,~1,4~, 5 3, ,6 ,I 
Fig. 2. 
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It follows by induction that the result is true for all n. 
Since a graph G of order n and maximum degree 3 has at most ~n edges, and 
k(~n) is roughly (3n) 1/2, it seems unlikely that the upper bound of n+ 1 given by 
Theorem 13 is best possible. In particular there exists an infinite family of cubic 
graphs for which s(G) is at most roughly ½n. 
Define a tree of depth d, T(d), as follows. T(1) = K1.3 and T(d) is formed from 
T(d - 1) by adding two pendant edges to each vertex of degree 1 in T(d - 1). The 
edges and vertices of T(d) - T(d - 1) are said to be at depth d. Form G(d), d >~ 2, 
from two copies of T(d) by joining corresponding vertices of degree 1 and adding 
a 'cross-edge' to the resulting 4-cycle. 
Fig. 2 shows G(2) together with a skew edge coloring with 6 colors. It can be 
shown that G(d) has a skew edge coloring with 3 • 2 a-1 colors and that o(G(d)) = 
9.2  a-1-4 .  Thus s(G(d))~<~(o(G)+4). 
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